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The residue is detined as Lhe joint perception of a number of Fourier components. Depending on circumstances outside the scope of this paper, it has a pronounced pitch. The consequences of this phenomenon
for the theory of hearing are briefly reviewed in the light of past experiments. Special attention is then
called to what arc termed !he first and second effects of pitch shift. The first effect is found when equidistantly shifting the cotire Fourier spectrum. The second effect shows itself primarily in a slight drop in
pitch when increasing the frequency spacing of the Fourier components. Presented are rather extensive
measurements of these .eff~cts -for a spectrum consisting of three components. Their inherent connection is
shown alonif"\,·irlf1l~~ir mathematical relationship. As an important experimental finding, the ambiguity of
pitch is presented, measured in two more-or-less independent ways. :\II these phenomena strongly point
towards a pitch-extracting mechanism different from and suhscqueni 'to the basilar membrane and operating
in the time domain.

L RESIDUE AS A PERCEPT

A
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con;;isting of a single objective frequency
.f is perceived as a pure tone with a subjecti':e
pitch p corresponding to that frequency. Whenever a
sound consists of a small number of frequencies, spaced
sufficiently widely, subjective sound analysis allows us
to hear each Fqurier component as a separate pure tone
with corresponding pitch (Ohm's acoustical law). If,
however, the frequencies are narrowly spaced, the ear
fails partly or completely to analyze the Fourier components into corresponding pure tones and, instead,
hears one single percept of sharp timbre. If, moreover,
the frequencies are harmonics of one fundamental frequency, the percept may have a decidedly low pitch.
Such a percept is called a "residue." It was discovered
when listening to a periodic pulse of repetition rate of
200 cps, the spectrum of which contained a score of
Fourier components.l.2 In subjective sound analysis,
only the lower harmonics can be heard separately with
a loudness decreasing with increasing order. The higher_
harmonics are not individually perceptible, but are
heard as a single sharp note with a pitch equal to th.at
of the fundamental -tofte. The lo~.tgness of this sharp
note greatly exceeds that of the fundamental tone, pro-

vided the number of unresolved higher harmonics is
sufficiently large.
The name "residue" was meant .to account for the
the joint p()rcepti~n of those higher
sharp note
Fourier components which the ear fails to resolve. Indeed, its loudness depends on the number and intensity
of the higher harmonics and is fairly independent of
those of the lower ones. The sharpness of timbre increases
with the average frequency of th'e spectral region-in.•
valved. Beats of a residue and a pure tone of corresponding pitch do not occur. Similarly, mutual masking of a
residue and a pure tone of equal pitch is not'observed. 3 •4
Both beats and masking do occur when the frequency
of the pure tone is in or near the objective spectral region
of the residue.
In view of the above facts, Ohm's acoustical Jaw,
stating that the components in subjective sound analysis
correspond in a one-to-one relation with the objective.
Fourier components, breaks down when the spacing of
these components is too narrow. It should be restated
in the following manner:

as

1. The ear analyzes a complex sound into apumber.
of separate-percepts.
2. Some of these percepts correspond with the Fourier·
components present in the sound field withi~ the inner

'J. F. Schouten, "The Perception of Subjecthre Tone~;r• PrO<:.
KoninkL Ned. Akad. Wetenscha:p. 41, 108&:1093 (1938).
'1• F. Schouten, "The Perception of Pitch," Philips Tech. Rev.
']. F. Schouten, "The ReSidue, a New Compt~nertt1n ~~;~bjec28.6-294 (1~)4 J. C. ,R:,;$icklider,•" 'Periodicitv' Pitch and 'Place' Pitch,"
tive Sound Analy~is," Proc. Koninkl.. N¢d. Ak3.d. Wettii.sehap,
43, 356-365 (1940).
'
._ J~-AC!lUst. Sol:: Am. 26, 945 (1954). •
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ear. These percepts have the timbre of a pure tone and
the pitch of the corresponding Fourier component.
3. :-.Ioreover, there may exist one or more percepts
(residues) not corresponding with any individual Fourier
component. These do correspond with a group, of
Fourier components. Such a percept (residue) has an
impure, sharp timbre and, ii tonal, a pitch corresponding to the periodicity of the time pattern of the unresolved spectral components.
De Boer' distinguished between tonal and atonal residues. Indeed, we find that the tonal residue is particular!\- pronounced in a frequencv region up to 3000 cps
and for reciprocal periodicities between one-fifth and
one-twentieth of the average of the constituel}t frequencies. Beyond this region, ihe. residue is atonal, i.e.,
without defmite pitch.
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perimental evidence, assuming the place hypothesis of
analysis to be correct, can now be stated as follows:

1. Stimulation of a particular area of the basilar
memb'rane may give rise to widely different sensations
of pitch, <_lepending upon the pattern of stimulation.
2. One sound may consist of several percepts of
identical or almost identical pitch.
Ever since Helmholtz, the place hypothesis of pitch
has been largely taken for granted. Its seeming obviousness was due to theoretical simplicity rather than to
inherent logic or to experimental evidence. The phenomenon of the residue forces us to disq.rd it. Thus, we
have to question anew what physiological mechanism
performs the measurement of pitch whenever there is a
stimulation of a particular area of the basilar membrane
·
with a particular wave pattern."· 12

2. RESIDUE AS A CONCEPT

In tr;·ing to establish what is trivial and what is
striking about the residue, it is necessary to distinguish
dearh· between two functions of the total hearing mechanis~: First, the analyzing function, providing some
form of spectral analysis. Second, the pitch-extracting
function, enabling us to attribute the notion of pitch tu
the various distinguishable products of the analyzer.
It should be borne in mind that the normal place
theorv in fact • consists of I wo completely separate
hypoiheses: First, with respect to its analyzing function,
that the ear performs a Fourier analysis of the sound
(Ohm) in terms of a spati~l distribution of the frequencies along the basilar membrane/ though with a
limited resolving power.' Second, with respect to its
pitch-extracting function, that pitch is determined by
the area of stimulation on the basilar membrane. 7
The first hvpothesis, which mav be called the place
hypothesis or" analysis, is 'by no m.eans in contradiction
with the experimental facts mentioned in Sec. I. The
explanation of the residue in terms of nonlinear behavior
of the inner ear9 · 10 has been disproved by a number of
arguments, viz., the occurrence of the residue at moderate
loudness and its behavior in phenomena of beating and
masking. 3 '
The second hypothesis, however, which may be called
the place hypothesis of pitch, is refuted by the experimental evidence that a group of high harmonics is perceived in bulk as a single percept with a low pitch
corresponcling to that of the fundamental tone. The ex··i;;:·;le- Boer. "On the 'Residue' in Hearing," Ac. Thesis, Am·
stcrdam. 1956.
'J. F. Schouten, "The Residue and the Mechanism of Hearing,"
Proc. Koninkl. Ned. Akad. Wetenschap. 43, 991-999 (1940).
'H. L. F. von Helmholtz, Die Lehte :vor~.den Tonempfindungetz
als plzysiologie Grundlagefiir die Theorie der Mtdk. (Vieweg Verlag Braunschweig, Germany, 1862), Chap. 4.
8G. von Bekesy, "0ber die Resonanzkurve und die,~bklingz~it
der verschiedenen Stellen der Schneckentrennwand, Alwst. Z.
!!, 66· 76 (1943).
.
9 H. Fletcher, ''A Space-Time Pattern Theory of Hearing,"
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. I, 311-343_(19~9) ..
loG. von Bekesy, "0ber dte mchthnearer Verzerrungen des
Ohres," Ann. Physik 20, 809-827 (1934).

3. PITCH AND TIMBRE

Hitherto, the concepts "timbre" and "pitch" have
been used rather vaguely. In fact, .many a: subject when
first listening to a residue is at a>l:oss whether to describe
the sound as "high" or "low," since it seems to carry
both aspects simultaneously.
Consider, for example, a periodic impulse with a.
repetition frequency of 200 cps. The Fourier components
have frequencies of 200, 400, 600 . . . cps. If a filter is
applied, passing only the components of 1200, 1400, and
1600 cps, a residue is heard with a pitch equal to that
of the fundamental. Again, if the filter passes the components 1800, 2000, an~:! 2200 cps, a residue of equal
pitch is heard. Both residues are easily pistinguishable,
the latter having a sharper timbre thim the foi-mer. fii{
operational definition of both pitch and timbre provided by the above example may be generalized to
other sounds.
:\'!any familiar periodic sounds, such as ·vowels in
speech, yield a Fourier spectrum containing a large number of higher harmonics. In subjective sound analysis,
the perception of the residue often predominates over
that of the lower harmonics and determines the timbre
(formant region) as well as the pitch of the sound. The
same applies to the sounds of many string and wind
instruments.
In view of this interpretation, it is scarcely surprising.
that both the timbre and the pitch are hardly dependent
upon the presence of the fundamental tone. We realize
that, normally, timbre involves more attributes of the
sound than the mere spectral distribution of its Fourier
components. In this article, however,· dealing with
stationary sounds, we use timbre in a liQ1i.ted..m~ng,
mainly in order to disenhngle the concepts of pitch and
· 11 J. C. R. Licklider, "A Duplex Theory of Pitch Perception,"
Experientia 7, 128 (1951 ).
·
. 12 J. C. R.-Licklider, "Auditory Frequency Analysis," in lnform'ation· Theory, Proc. 3rd .Londot) Symposium on Information
Theory, edited by Colin Cherry (Butterworths Scientific Publications, London, 19$6), pp. 253-268.
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timbre. It is felt that our operational definition is sufticient for thi:.; purpo:<e, sinre subjech after :<orne training proved to be able to make pitch judgments of the
residue consistently without being hampered unduly by
ditTerences in timbn•. 13
•
Special mention should he made of th't: case of the
pure ,.;inu,.;oicl. Since a rhangl' in frequency involvt·s
both a :.;hift along the basilar membrane and a change
in periodicity. the perceptual change, according to our
cll'linition, ,.;hould be interpreted as consisting of both a
,·hange in timbre and <i change in pitch.
4. PHYSICAL CORRELATE OF PITCH

5. PHENOMENON OF PITCH SHIFT

''rhe example given in Ser. 3 was a case of an harmonic
comP.Iex, i.e., a complex the components of which are
integer multiples of one{requency. If all components of
"R. A. Jenkins, "Perception of Pitch, Timbre, and Loudness,"
]. Acoust. Soc. Am. 33, 1550-1557 (1961).
"I. C. Whitfield, "The Physiology of Hearing," l'rogr. in
Biophys and Biophys. Chern. 8, 43 (1957).
16 M. H. Goldstein, "Neurophysiological Representatiop of
Complex Auditory Stimuli," Tech. Rept. 323, MI'f Research·
Laboratory of Electronics (1957).
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the harmonir.complex are shifted from f,= 1800, 2000,
2200 cps to, say, f,+~J = 184-0, 204-0, 224-0 cps, the complex is no longer harmonic. Yet, a residue is clearly
heard characterized by an evident pitch which, however, is unequal to that of the original harmonic com_plex. It is observed to move upwards from p=200 to,
roughly, 204 cps. 3 As an empirical rulr,jt was found that
tii'e·pitdl of such a residue moves up and down in linear
proportion to the center frequency of the constituent
components. We reft•r to this phenomenon as the first
e!Tcct of pitd1 shift.
Stating till' tirst effect in more-general terms, the
wnstituent frequenl'ies are given by

\\'l' assume that the analyzing mechanism provides u,.;

with a rough rtsolution into stparate spectral rtgions
leading to percepts distinguishable by virtue of their.
timbre and characterized by a more or les:.; pronounced
pitch.
\\'e lind that stimulation of a particular area of the
ba:.;ilar membrane may giv.e rise to widely ditTerent sensations of pitch, ranging from the highest for stimulation with a pure tone down to about one-twentieth of
that value.
Hence, the pitch extractor, operating upon the selet'led spectral region at this particular area, must derive it:< notion of pitch from certain physical parameters
of the spectral region involved. Its location is unknown,
as yet, except that it is posterior to the analyzing function of the basilar membrane and, thus, most probably
of neural origin.
This pitch extrac.tor might, in principle, operate in
two entirely difTerent ways. Either it operates in thl'
frequencv domain or in the time domain. When operat..,
ing in the frequency domain, a pitch equal to ·that or'
the fundamental tone could be derived by some process mea:.;uring tpe spacing of the spectral components.
When operating in the time domain, however, a pitch
equal to that of the fundamental tone could be derived
by a process mea:.;uring the spacing of certain marking
points in the time function.
The former hypothesis has, to our knowledge, never
been propo~ed. We would not consider it a very probable one in view of anatomical evidence, as well as in
view of the experimental evidence described here later.
The latter hypothesis gathered momentum during the
last twenty or so years on account of both pcrceptuaP 1 · 12
and anatomical evidence. 14 · 15

.'\'-'D

.f, = /u-l!,u,fu,fo+ g_u,

(1)

with

/u=ngu
f.+~f= .fu-f!.u+:lf,fu+~f,fu+f!.u+~f.

(2)

The pitch of the harmonic residue is given by
(3)

Pu'=f!.u,
and the lirst pitrh-shift e!Tert by

t:.p=:lf

II.

(·ll

:\lore-elaborate measurements• ronli.rmed the first
etTect and, in addition, showed up another dTect which
may be called the second effect of pitch shift. This effect
consists of two different experimental findings:
1. The observed pitch shift was found to be slightly
but consistently larger than given by (4).
2. When ch~nging the spacing g with constant center
frequency, the pitch was fo!lnd to decreas~,!llightly when
raising the frequency spacing g. 16
Since these two observations can be correlated, it
seems preferable to subsume under one term the second
effect of pitch shift.
Let us describe the three frequencies J- g, j, J+g as
resulting from amplitude modulation of the carrier frequency f with a modulating frequency g. The signal is
then given by

·s(t)= (l+m cos211'gl) sin211'/l

= !m sin211'(J- g)t+sin211'ft+ !m sin211'(f+ g)l.

(5)

The harmonic situation is characterized by

fo=ngu,

(6)

in which n is an integer.
Let us assume that, starting from the harmonic situation, f and g are chartged bv ~/ and ~g, respectively,
and that, in {irst approximation; the·pit(;W!>hift lfp is a
linear function of Aj'and Ag. Thus,
Ap=a~j-Mg.

(7)

If the two frequency shifts are such that the sound re•• The latter experiment was repeated by Goldstein" with in·
_conclusive results.
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signal (5) on tape and played bark at variable speed.
The tape speed was !;PBtrolled by an oscillator of adjustable frequency. fhe matching signal is thus given
by

we han·, according to (3l,

.::,p=.::,R.

( ())

r(/) = ~m sinh(n- I )·ygt+~in2rrwygl

Hence, arnmling to (il,
1=

+!m sin27r(n+ lhgi,
(/1[--

b,

I 10)

and
(]])

It i, ea:.;ih ,een that indeed the harmonic change (!')
fulfills the obligation (<J). It i,; al,;o ,;een that, for b=O,
(11) redun·,; to the first etTert of pitch .shift (-l). Thus,
the constant b is a measure of the ,;econd e'1ert of pitch
shift. If b is positive, the pitch shift a,; a function of .::,_r
mu,;t be larger than (-t l. :'lloreover, the pitch mu,;t decrease when increasing R· The value of b rakulated from
de Boer's measurement,;·' at /u= 11\00 cps, g= 200 cps
as a function of either .::,/or j,g, leads to b=<U.'i and
h=O.-lO, respectively, which is a fair agreement and an
indirect verification of his acruran· of measurement.
The first and second e!Tecb of pitch shift seem to be
of crucial importance for an under,.,tanding of the phenomenon of the residue and its underlying mechanism.
Therefore, \\T repeated and tried to extend measurements of the two e!Tects. In order to obtain an experimental situation that was both clear-cut and easy, we
chose a "ound complex consisting of three equal!~·
spaced Fourier componenh. This complex has the experimental advantage of being easily generated by
modulation techniques. \loreon:r, it permits a ,;impltmathematical description.
6.

SIGNAL GENERATION

.-\ te"t ,ignal con,;isting of the three frequencies/- g.
l + g was generated by amplitude modulation
of a carrier frequency f (center frequency) with a
modulation frequenn· g (frequency spacing). Thus,

g, and

s(l)= O+m co,21rgl) sin2rr/i
=

~m

sin2rr((- Rli+ sin2rrft+ ~m sin2rr (f+ g)/.

(S l

The modulation depth m was normally taken 0.9 in the
experiment. Leak of the modulation frequency g through
the modulator wa" reduced to -60 dB.
By choosing fan integer multiple of g. we obtain the
periodic signal
s(l) = ~m sin2rr( n- I lRI+ sin2rrngl
+~m

sin2rr(n+ I)KI.

Shifting the carrier frequency by Cl/ resulh
adrlitive shift C:if of all three components:
s(!) =

!m sin2n{ ( n -1 )g+ Clj]t+sin211'(1lg+ tlj)l
+1m sinh[ (n+ l)g+ tlf]t.

(12)
111

an

(13)

As: tlj; increases, the complex becomes increasingly
anharmonic.
A matching signal, equally conststmg of three frequencies, was generated by recording an harmonic test

(1-ll

'Y representing the ratio of playback over recording

speed.
Deviations from')'= 1 result in a multiplicative shift
of all three components by a factor')'. The matching
complex remains harmonic.
All frequencies were measured with a crystalcontrolled frequency counter. Listening was performecl
binaurally with PDR 10 headphones at 30_, to -lO-dB
sen,;at ion level. .
7. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT

\\'hen listening to the subjective effect of a frequency
shift t:.f, a change of pitch is clearly heard up or down
to about a major third.
Csing the subjective scale of musical pitch, settings
can be made instructing the subject either to judge the

MOO

osc
I I

,.

FC

osc
h

TR

Ft<:. 1. Block diagram of apparatus ..\ test complex is generated
with the aid of a modulator (MOD) and, t\\'O sine-wave oscillators (OSC.f and OSC.g). As a matching signal, an harmonic complex from a tap~ recorder is used-(TR ). The pitch of this matching
signal can be changed by varying the tape speed (OSC.h). A
crystal-controlled frequency counter (FC) is used for measuring
the frequencies of ·the oscillators. The switch :\ consists of two
hut tons.

pitch di!Terence as a function of tlj or to adjust the C:if
so as to obtain one of the discrete musical intervals
ranging from half a tone in steps of half a tone up to
about the major third.
Although the general behavior of pitch shift can be
rasily checked and measured in this way, the accuracy
is rather poor. A better accuracy can be obtained with a
matching method in which the subject is instructed to
adjust the parameter 'Y of a matching signal so. as to
match the pitch of the test signal. In this method, contrary to the_former ones, the ear is used as a zero instrument with respect to pitch differences.
We fol!nd, in accordance with others, 17 - 19 that pitch
matchings between a residue and a pure tone ate ·difficult. This difficulty is due to the widely different tim17 A. M. Small, Jr., "Some Parameters Influencing the Pitch of
Amplitude Modulated Signals," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 27, 751-760
(1955).
18 H, Davjs, S. R. Silverman, and D. R. McAuliffe, "Some OhservatlQns on Pitch and Frequency,"'}. Acoust. Soc, Am. 23,
40-42 (1951).
"W. A. Rosenblith, Harvard Univ., Psycho-Acoustic Laboratory Progr. Rept. 2 (PNM-6, 1947),.as quoted in reference 12,
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bri:~s and leads to poor consistem·y of set lings. Therefore, the anharmonic residue (13) was matched with
an harmonic residue ( 1-t) of closest -resembling timbre.
Consistent settings were obtained in this way.
By pressing one of two buttons, the subject could
listen to either the test signal or the matching signal.
He was free to press the buttons in any order without
time limitation. Simultaneous prco;sing of both button.'-'
wa,; not allowed. In Fig. I. a block diagram is gi\'('1\ of
the experimental setup.

.\ '\ ll

C .\ R l > 0 Z ()
210
t:.: 2000 cps

o

~
I
·"- 200 I
p

§
a.

9

190
180

The procedure for measuring pitch shifts is explained
by examining the way in which a typical set of matchings was brought about.
Starting from, o;ay, /o= 2000 cps and g 0 = 200 cps
tn= 101, f was varied in steps of ::,_f=SO cps upwards
and downwards, keeping g constant. The-y of the matching signal (with 11= 10) was adjusted until its pitch
matched that of the test signal. For larger values of
.:::,(.the sensation of pitch along this particular line of
,;et.tings gets lost gradually and seh a limit to reproducible measurements. Similarly, g was varied in steps
of t.g= 5 cps upwards and downwards, keeping /
constant.
It i,; essential in this procedure that the attention of
the subject is directed towards l·hanges along a line of
constant n.
Half a dozen well-trained subjects participated in
the trial experiments in which _fu ranged from 1000
3000 cps, g 0 from !Ofl 300 cps. Three of these participated in the final experiments are reported in this paper.
Q_

RESULTS

The resulh are _..;hown in Figs. 2 and 3. In Fig. 2, thl'
;dxis.;a i' the n:nt'er frequenn· f and the ordinate i~ the
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FIG. 2. Pitch as a function of the center frequency for a threecomponent complex. The frequency spacing g is 200 cps. The
circles, triangles, and dots represent ~he mean~ of. twelve malchings made by three I!Ubjects, re~pectively .. Solid hnes ar~ drawn
according to best fit of the expenmental pomts. Dashed hnes represent the first effect of pitch shift given by {4). The crosses are
the means of clusters like those in Fig. 6.

-

200
modulat>ng

8. PROCEDURE

SUbject H

I

220

frequency (cps)

1-'l<;. J. Second effect of pitch shift. Pitch as a function of the
modulating frequcnc~· for a t.hrec-component complex. The center
frequency is 2000 cps. The results of two subjects are shown hy
circle> and dotg. Solid lines are drawn according to best fit of the
experimental points. These lines fulfill Eq. {It) with b=0.27 or
O.lh. respective~\-.
·

pitch p detincd as the modulating frequency -yg of the
harmonic-matching complex. The results of three subjects are shown separately by circles, triangles, and dots.
Each point repre~ents the mean of three series of four
~eparate measurements. Solid lines arc drawn according
to best tit of the experimental points. Dashed lines
represent the fm;t etTect of pitch shift given by (4).
In Fig. 3, ilie abcissa and ordinate are the modulating
frequency g and the pitch p, respectively. The results
are shown for two subjects at center frequency f = 2000
cps. The standard deviation in an experimental point
is 0.5-1.0 cps.
10. CONTROL MEASUREMENTS

1n Sec. i, reas<Jns were given for preferring the met hod
of zero settings of pitch difTerence to settings in which a
setting according to a subjective estimation of musical
intervals is involved.
Yet, one has to be aware of the dangers inherent in
such a matching method. In both the test signal and
the matching signal, the low-pitched residue is by far
the most prominent percept. Even so, the constituent
frequencies can be heard faintly as pure tones with corresponding high pitch. This applies particularly .to complexes with rela t iveh· wide spacing. Thus, the subject
might mistakenly ro'atch the pitch of two pure tones
rather than that of the residues.
Such settings occurred indeed during early trial experiments. Instructions were corrected accordingly and
satisfactorily.
The phenomena of pitch shift, however, cannot possibly be explained in terms of such settings of pure tones.
'fhis is already evident from the judgments of musicalintervals.
A corroboration within the framework of the matching method was obtained by choosing a test signal con·
sisting of the frequencies ncar 1800, 2000, and 2200 cps
(n = 10) and a matching signal consisting of the fre·
quencies ncar 1200, 1400, and 1600 cps (n= 7). For the
rest, the mcasuremcn.ts were made according to the
procedure described under Sec. 8. Now, the matching
signal contained components all of which were unequal

I' I T (' II

0 I·

I" II E

!40.

no

subJett H
•matChing
s1gnal

1800. 1000- 1200

180

•

omatd·ung
S1gr.al
1100·1400·1600

I

160

f

/000

-1

2200

etmtPr trequenc y (Cps)

Fl<; . .t. ('ontrol t'XJH.:rirn('Tlt. Plot of suhjt.·ctive pitch against

centt•r fn•qut•ncy for diiTt·rrnt matrhinl( sil(nals. Dots show the
result ohtairu·d hy uging a recordt·d conlplex with frequencies
1!«)(1 1000 2100 '"I" (n = 10). The circles show the result obtained
I"· usinl( a r<'corded complex with fr('quencies 1200 1400 ·1600 cps
(n = 71. The fn'<tut·nr,· spacing was 200 cps.
to tho~t: of the tt·~t ~ignal. :\loreovtr, the timbres of
both ~ignal~ wne ditTert·nt. :\latching a pair of components or matching the timbrt:s would havt: given a
completely ditTert:nt result from that given in Fig. 2.
The results, however, were the same within the experimental errors, a,; ran be set:n in Fig. -L Other control
measurements wen· done with test signals with renter
frequencie,; /u= 1-lOO (n=il, 1~00 (n=9), anci 2200 cps
(n=ll) and a matching ,;ig.nal with /u=21l00 cps
(n= 10). .-\11 these combinations gan· tht· same result
within the expt:rimental error.
II.

DISCUSSION

It ran be set'n from Fig.,2 that the pitch of the anharmonic re~idue can be followed anrl measur!'d along a
line of constant 11 up to the adjoining harmonic situation for positive :lj and, at times, t:ven further for negative :!!.f. This is a considerable extension of the results
of de Hoer• wht·re the lines ended half-way between the
harmonic situations and, thus, presented a sawtoothlike pattern. [n fad, when trdveling along a line of
constant n, the sensation of pitch fades away gradually
rather than jumping abruptly towarrl~ a line of different
n. The first effect of pitch shift is thus amply confirmed
and extenderl.
The second effect of pitch shift is corroborated as
shown in Fig ..2 where the solid lines can be seen to deviate from the dashed ones. The second effect of pitch
shift was also corroborated by measuring the pitch p
as a function of g, as shown in Fig. 3.
In order to check the correlation of the two aspects
of the second effect on pitch shift, the constant b=0.27,
calculated from Fig. 4 for subject H, was used to predict the behavior of pitch as a function of f (Fig. 5).
The observed values fit in very well with the calculated
ones.
It should be mentioned that b is not an invariant.
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:\mong other things, it varies with f and g, as well as
from one subject to another.
The f range in which measurements have been made
goes from !=1200 to /=2400 cps. Trial measurements
were done for lower f values. In this region, however,
subjects experienced increasing difficuUies in concentrating on the residue pitch, since the separate components
became obtrusively audible.
The region of J> 2400 cps is characterized by a
v;rarlual waning of the phenomenon of the resirlue as
such. Trial measurements with g = 100 and g = 300 rps
gave the same general tendency.
12. AMBIGUITY OF PITCH

We alrearly drew attention to the fact that, in Fig. 2,
the lines of pitch settings for various values of n extend
up to anrl beyond the adjoining harmonic situations.
It was noted also during trial experiments that subjects at times agreecl to widely different pitch settings.
These stray settings fell pronouncedly outside of the
normal error interval. Upon inspection, it turned out
later that these stray settings rorrespondecl to settings
belonging to lines of different n.
The procedure described in Sec. 8 partly forces the
subject to stick to a particular value of n, but evidently
his attention goes astray and picks up a pitch belonging
to a ditTerent value of 11.
This means that even in a purely harmonic complex a
number of discrete pitches are acceptable to the subject.•
In orrler to obtain a dirt:ct experimental access to
this phenomenon, subjects were instructerl to ascertain
"whether in an harmonic: ·residue more than one pitch
was observable and whether these pitches could be
matched with the matching signal. A histogram of such
settings for an harmonic complex with f = 1990 and
g = 199 cps i~ given as an example in Fig. 6. The histogram does not-intend to show the relative predominance
of the alternative pitches, since subjects were instructed
240·

n•IO

220

lip=i~AI

-!!.p=lf!lil
o

160•

1800
con~r

subject H

2200
2000
lreq..oncy !cps!

F~. 5. Check on Eq. (11 ). The pitch as a function of the
center frequency f for a three-component complex. The frequency
spacing g IS 200 cps. Direct measurements are plotted as circles.
The solid line is calculated according to (11) wtth b•0.27 (compare Fig. 3).
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1o tonn·ntralt· ralht·r on tlw S<'<ond:tn pi it h,·, than on
till' mo't pr,·dominant priman· pitch. Tht' .;ignitican<<'
of Fig. (J is to :-how ilw disrrl'le character of tht· distribution of the't' ,;t·tting,-. Similar mea,;urement,; wen·
,·arried out with center fre'tuencie, t, = lllOO, tgoo, 220d,
and 2-HKl IJb. The renters of tht· tltbtt>r,; found in this
11·a ,. han· !wen plot It'd a,; no,;_,,., in Fig. 2. The1 .;ho11·
got;cl :lgrtTm,·nt 11ith tht' mea,un·mt·nt' along lilll'' oi
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13. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE
PITCH EXTRACTOR
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plex consisting of three components. The center frequency
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time inh·rval~ ht.·twt.'{'ll main pt.•aks in tht.· waveforn1 will measure a

Thl' pht·ilf>nH·na oi pitch ,hift de,nil"'d ahon· <Oil·
, Ju,iYeh ruk out an operation of tht' pit<h otractor in
tht· in·,iuenn domain l,t'l' Sec -li. Thn .;trongl1· point
towarcl' :tn operation in tht' timt· domain mea,;uring
timl' intt·rYa\, in ont' wa1 or another. Tltrv alsorulroul,
a/ lttisl lor !Itt lonal rcsidut. iltr hvpoihrsi:, !hal pillh is
dt'irrn-w;td hy lhr prriod ol the mrclopc o( !Ire <t•au{orm.
It i, t·\·ident from i.;\ that tht' enYelope i, a!Terted b_1· g
onh and indqll'ndent oi an1 change in f. Thu,;, the
pit;h extrador mu,t takctl,lt· tint' 'tructun· of thl' wa\'t'iorm into :ll <ount.
llt- Bon'' pointt-d out that a iair de,;niption of the
tir't etTt·< t of pitch ,hift i, gi\'t·n wlwn assumin~ that
the di,t:llllt' (lf 1 peab cltN·,t to, but not necessarily
, oinriding with. g peak- i, mea,;ured (sec Fi~. i). This
a,,umpt ion a\,o elegant I~ de.;nibe,; the phenomena of
ambiguit1· of pit,·h a' al,o the fa<t that the experimental
line' of ,·ttting' (Fig. 21 extend up to and be1·oml the
adjoining harmonic 'ituation'.
( lf , our,e. tht: pitch extractor need not necessarily
opnate on
peak- within I( peab, but might ju.;t as
IITil opnatt· on. e.g .. zt·ro <ro,,ing, of the carrier signal
at a parti< ular ph:he of the t·nvelope. :\~yet, no ,;ati,;
fa, ton ,.,planation of the ,,., ond effect of pitch shift
, an he brought forward.
The ouhtanding problem rt'alh i' whether the second
\'IT<·< t ha, an1·thing to do with the tir~t. It j, p<bo;ible
th:tt tht· ''"ond etTet t will gi\'e lb the \'tTl. <lue for
uncler,tancling the mt·chani'm of pitch extraction. It is
al,o po"ibk, however. that the 'econd etTen i, dut: to
,om<: additional mechanism not inher<:nth· bearin~ upon
tht: explanation of the ftr,t.
It ma1 be remarked in pa,sing that a pitch extractor
operatin-g b1 measuring time interval, lwtwcen peabor
zero, would Ill' prone to ,imilar ambiguitie' when mea,-
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l·t,; i lkhavior of the hypothetical pitrh l'Xtractor. Waveform
of :111 amplitudt• modulated sinusoid .. \ pitch extractor nlt'asurin!(

II
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\ \ I I ( ' \\.(Jl()/()
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rinn· intnvalequalto an i1111'gralmultiple of the interval between
surcl'ssi\'l' peaks. !11 this figure. the mai11 time intervals/,,!,, and
/,, corrt·spolld to 11 = 10. <), and 11, rt'SlWCtivel)·. This effect is assunwtl to account ior the ohgerved ambiguity of pitch.

uring the pill'h of pure Iones. This e'Tect might lw at
the root of the well-known ditlicultit·s of pitch judgment,
such as between two tones an octave apart.
An interesting feature of the tonal residue is that no
pitches were found lower than about one-twentieth of
the spectral region involved. In view of these considerations, a further nploration of the domain of existence
of the tonal n·,idue in term,; of/ and g would be highly
valuabk.
14. CONCLUSIONS

1. The tir,;t etlcct of pitch shift' i,; corroborated for
complex sounds ronsi,;ting of three components in a
wide range of frequen~" (d. Fig. 21.
2. The second etTen of pitch shift.; is also corroborated
for complt:x sounds ronsisl ing of t hrec components in a
rather wide rangt· of frequencies (d. Figs. 2 and 3).
3. The second t'ITect of pitch ,-hilt shows itself in two
wavs, \'iz. a·, a ~malltorrertion to the tirst e!Tect (-!)and
als~ as a drop in pitch with innt'asing frequency spacing
(d. Fig. 31. The relation between both aspects is described mathcmaticalh (Ill and was nritied experimental !I- (d. Fig. -li.
-L The ambiguit~ of the pitch of an harmonic residue,
which was conjectured earlier by one of .the authors, 6
has been t:stab\i,-lwd experimen talk.
.'i. The phenomenon of the re,;idue neccssarih· leads
to a hypothetical pitch t·xtractor ditTerent from and
;;ubsequcnt to the anal_1·7.cr. As a consequence of the
pitch shifts, the operation of the pitch extraction in the
frequency domain is hi~hly improbable. Therefore, the
hypothetical pitch extractor probably operates in the
time domain (e.g., with delay-line techniques). This
conclusion can bt· upheld even without the converging
physiological evidtnce.
6. The inevitable conrlusion from the pitch shifts is
that the hypothetical pitch extractor docs not simply
operate on the envelope of the signaL It is highly probable that it takes the fmc structure of the signal into
account.''
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